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•Individual level socio-economic and health information is available in BRFSS. High sample sizes 
from 2003-2010 give opportunity for detailed analysis.
•Area level socio-economic data is available from US Census Bureau. 5-year American Community 
Survey became available in 2010 (2005-2009)

•Caveats:
•Geographic uncertainty

•Spatial join of block group to ZIP code introduces potential errors that cannot be 
controlled for. ACS sample methods account for variation by block group, not ZIP. 
•Zip codes are networks of delivery routes, not geographic areas. Some zip codes 
split census blocks down the middle, some are not contiguous, some are a single 
building.
•Zip codes change frequently to meet postal service needs. 2003 zip codes differ 
somewhat from 2010 zip codes.
•For full discussion of difficulties involved in analyses by zip code, see Grubesic, T. 
H. and T. C. Matisziw (2006). On the use of ZIP code tabulation areas (ZCTA) for 
the spatial analysis of epidemiological data. International Journal of Health 
Geographics. 5:58

•Temporal uncertainty
•8 years of BRFSS data and 5 years of ACS data are combined to maximize spatial 
resolution. The time frame for both data sets spans the economic recession. 
Population health status, especially obesity and diabetes, has changed noticeably 
over the time span. Population has increased. People have moved in and out of the 
state, and within the state.
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For a common condition such as obesity, we have most ZIP codes filed in – but how 
precise? Need to display confidence intervals for fair assessment.

Note: Mapping convention throughout – Red is high risk, blue low risk

For prevalence estimates – colors categories are quintiles by ZIP code.
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For a common condition such as obesity, we have most ZIP codes filed in – but how 
precise? Need to display confidence intervals for fair assessment. Hard to map.

Note: Mapping convention throughout – Red is high risk, blue low risk

Prevalence 

For rare condition like asthma, the map is more sparse – but even here the data do 
seem to cover the map sufficiently to justify smoothing methods to fill in the gaps. 
Most ZIPs either have stable estimate, or have neighbors with stable estimate.
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Analysis of this sort cannot distinguish between area-level and individual level
•Does area level poverty merely stand as a proxy for individual?
•Do areas with high poverty or low wealth have higher obesity prevalence simply 
because more people in them are more likely to be poor as individuals?
•Is there an area level effect in addition to the individual?
•Does living in an impoverished area in itself contribute to health risk, independent 
of individual factors?
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Paula Braveman argues that some social groups have historically been 
disadvantaged because they are impacted by policies put in place by those with 
greater power.
The health disparities that are particularly unfair are those that adversely affect 
groups that have systematically:

Suffered discrimination, marginalization, exclusion
Greater obstacles to realizing their rights
Had less opportunities to be healthy,

putting those already disadvantaged at further disadvantage on health 

In this presentation we are not attempting to establish a causal relationship between 
socioeconomic indicators and health. That case has already been made in the 
literature, and we presume the same causal principles are at work here.

Our intention is to reveal the pattern of effects as they play out geographically in 
Washington State, to identify areas of need and help guide policy.



We could have used any area-level predictors of health. By choosing to model 
socioeconomic factors, we are explicitly constructing a model with a health equity 
focus.
The maps we produce with these models are maps of the geographic distribution of 
health inequity in Washington State.
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Random intercept model:
•The slope of the effect of individual level factors is the same in all areas.
•The intercept of the individual level effect varies from one area to another
•In other words, whatever advantage or disadvantage a given area confers is 
experienced equally by all individuals in the area,
•The individual level marginal effect is the same in all areas; the baseline changes 
from area to area

•Other multi-level models may be considered – Random slope, random slope and 
intercept …. We may touch on those at the end if time permits. 
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We first run the model with only the individual factors. 
Area level variation is accounted for in random intercepts, but no explicit area level factors are 
included yet

Age:
•BRFSS surveys adults age 18+
•Age categories used in the analysis: 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-64, 65+ 
Income:
•Income as % federal poverty level is calculated based on reported income and household size.
Education:
•College graduate (Bachelor’s or above)
Race / Ethnicity – 6 groups
•Hispanic
•Non-Hispanic Black
•Non-Hispanic White
•Non-Hispanic Asian
•Non-Hispanic Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
•Non-Hispanic American Indian or Alaska Native

In each case, we present comparisons relative to the most advantaged group: Young, high income, 
college educated, non-Hispanic white.
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Logistic regression: 
•Any given individual respondent either has diabetes or not.
•We can talk about the risk or odds of obesity in a population based on the probability that a person chosen at 
random has diabetes.

•Odds = probability diabetic / probability not diabetic
•Logistic regression predicts the odds of diabetes based on various risk factors
•Odds Ratio = Odds of diabetes relative to a chosen reference group (OR > 1 higher risk; OR < 1 lower risk)
•To ease comparison, we choose the reference group to be the most advantaged group, so odds ratios are all > 1

Age: Reference Group = age 18-24.
•Individual age is the strongest predictor of diabetes
•The 65+ age group had 31 times higher odds of having diabetes than 18-24 year olds.

Sex: Reference group = female
•Males have 20% higher odds of having asthma than females

Individual income: Reference group = Income > 200% Federal Poverty Level
•People living below poverty have 80% higher odds of diabetes than people with income > 200% poverty
•Strong gradient effect – income determines obesity at all levels

Education: Reference group = college education
•People lacking a college degree have 30% higher odds of obesity than college graduates

Race / Ethnicity: Reference group = Non-Hispanic white
•All racial/ethnic groups have higher odds of having diabetes compared to non-Hispanic whites.

Wealth:
•Unfortunately, no measure of individual level wealth was available, or it would have been included.



Random Intercepts by themselves (BRFSS only, no ACS factors) give one indicator of diabetes risk
This map shows where people living in each ZIP code have higher or lower odds of diabetes AFTER 
controlling for individual level variation.

Note – this is NOT a map of diabetes prevalence. It shows where prevalence is higher than expected 
based on individual factors. A neighborhood full of wealthy, educated, white people, with average 
diabetes prevalence would show up as red. A neighborhood with average diabetes composed of 
poor, high school drop outs would be blue.

Area-level associations are sometimes identified as a “contextual effects” with implications of 
causality. 

“conditions where we live, work and play affect health”
Cross-sectional associations presented here cannot establish cause and effect.
It is even possible for apparent area-level variation to arise from unobserved individual-level factors.
IF a causal link exists, the present analysis may reveal geographic patterns in its operation.
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Age: Reference Group = age 18-24.
•Individual is not a strong predictor of asthma.

Sex: Reference group = male
•Females have 80% higher odds of having asthma than males

Individual income: Reference group = Income > 200% Federal Poverty Level
•People living below poverty have 70% higher odds of asthma than people with income > 200% 
poverty
•Strong gradient effect – income determines obesity at all levels

Education: Reference group = college education
•People lacking a college degree have 10% higher odds of obesity than college graduates

Race / Ethnicity: Reference group = Non-Hispanic white
•Non-Hispanic AI/AN have higher odds of obesity than non-Hispanic whites.
•Non-Hispanic Asians and Hispanics have substantially lower odds of obesity than non-Hispanic 
whites.

Wealth:
•Unfortunately, no measure of individual level wealth was available, or it would have been included.



Random Intercepts by themselves (BRFSS only, no ACS factors) give one indicator 
of asthma risk
This map shows where people living in each ZIP code have higher or lower odds of 
asthma AFTER controlling for individual level variation.

After controlling for individual factors, not much variation remains at the ZIP code 
level.

Note: asthma IS triggered by environmental factors – mold, air quality, chemical 
irritants, etc. But these factors mostly operate at a household or workplace level, 
and do not predict asthma at the ZIP-code scale.

IMPORTANT: in spatial analysis the scale at which we choose to look will determine 
what effects we see. MAUP = Modifiable Area Unit Problem.
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Area level effects of SDOH are about the same magnitude as individual level effects.
Geographic distributions of different social indicators are similar to each other, but not 
identical.
Income, wealth, and education are highly correlated, but they are not exactly the same.
Many indicators exhibit a gradient effect, as seen with assets. Some indicators exhibit more 
of a threshold effect, as with education.

Our next goal
•Multivariate model to predict health risk based on area-level factors
•Identify areas of high risk at a sub-county level to assist in targeting funds and activities
•Identify areas where socioeconomic conditions may affect intervention attempts
•Illustrate the geographic pattern of inequity across the state
•Communicate the impact of socio-economic disparity on the health of Washington 
residents
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Area level effects of SDOH on asthma are mush weaker than for diabetes. Consistent with 
previous result, variation in asthma risk does not appear to happen at the ZIP-code scale.

Our next goal
•Multivariate model to predict health risk based on area-level factors
•Identify areas of high risk at a sub-county level to assist in targeting funds and activities
•Identify areas where socioeconomic conditions may affect intervention attempts
•Illustrate the geographic pattern of inequity across the state
•Communicate the impact of socio-economic disparity on the health of Washington 
residents
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After examining many potential factors in ACS, these 5 emerged.
Three important socio-economic dimensions are identified as strong predictors of 

health
1. Income

• % below poverty, % on public assistance measure prevalence of low 
income in an area

2. Education
• % college graduates and % with education high school or less, are 

measures of the education level in an area.
3. Wealth

• % of people with income from capital gains measures prevalence of 
accumulated wealth, 

Note: All these factors are highly correlated with one another. All of them measure 
social advantage, but from slightly different viewpoints.

Note: Median home value also highly predictive of health. However this indicator is 
probably volatile in data that spans the economic recession. It was excluded for 
this reason.
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• All covariates highly significant. 
• This model had highest likelihood of any model considered
• All continuous covariates are linear in their effect

A word about co-linearity
•Many factors in this analysis are very strongly correlated – a problem known as co-linearity
•When factors are correlated, they essentially carry much the same information. 
•Two or more correlated factors will steal significance from each other – either one alone might be 
highly significant, but in combination, neither appear to be.
•Co-linearity can even cause the coefficients in a model to change sign, compensating for combined 
effect of other factors.
•When there is high co-linearity in a model, no attempt should be made to interpret the coefficients or 
odds ratios of the separate factors.
•The whole set of factors act together as a package to convey information about the response 
variable, but the effects of one factor cannot be separated from the effect of another.
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Mapping the result
•Using the resulting model, we calculate the predicted odds of asthma for each zip 
code
•Odds ratios are predicted based on area level factors and estimated random 
intercepts.
•Note: This is NOT a map of asthma prevalence.

•The map does not show where people HAVE asthma.
•The map shows where a selected set social determinants of health 
converge to predict high RISK for asthma

Visual inspection reveals few geographic patterns
•Areas of high risk – Pacific coast – Neah Bay to Grays Harbor
•Area of low risk – affluent North King County
•Otherwise, not much variation.

Note: Change in map presentation. Red still high risk, but no longer categorized by 
quintile.
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• All covariates highly significant. 
• This model had highest likelihood of any model considered
• All continuous covariates are linear in their effect

A word about co-linearity
•Many factors in this analysis are very strongly correlated – a problem known as co-linearity
•When factors are correlated, they essentially carry much the same information. 
•Two or more correlated factors will steal significance from each other – either one alone might be 
highly significant, but in combination, neither appear to be.
•Co-linearity can even cause the coefficients in a model to change sign, compensating for combined 
effect of other factors.
•When there is high co-linearity in a model, no attempt should be made to interpret the coefficients or 
odds ratios of the separate factors.
•The whole set of factors act together as a package to convey information about the response 
variable, but the effects of one factor cannot be separated from the effect of another.



Greater geographic variation in diabetes than in asthma
All statistical measures (Wald, LL) indicate that diabetes and obesity are much more 
strongly predicted than asthma
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Random intercept – overall risk level varies by ZIP
Random Slope – Gradient in health disparity varies by ZIP

Random slope an random intercept might be related

Correlations between slope and intercept shed light on patterns of health inequity

Direct correlation (left): Random slope more extreme (more positive or more 
negative) in ZIPs with higher random slope.
Unequal risk – High risk neighborhoods have more extreme slope. Disparities within 
neighborhood are exacerbated. Disadvantaged groups shoulder disproportionate 
share of excess risk.

Inverse correlation (right): Random slope less extreme (less positive or less 
negative) in ZIPs with higher random slope.
Unequal opportunity – High risk neighborhoods have less extreme slope. High 
overall risk evenly distributed. But in low risk areas, only the more advantaged 
groups gain full benefit.
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Significance determined by Likelihood ratio test, comparing random slope and intercept model to 
random intercept model.
I tested 24 different random intercepts (income, education, and 4 race categories X obesity, smoking, 
diabetes, asthma). 
Four of these were significant at the Bonferroni corrected significance level of .05/24 = .002.

A few others were marginally detectable (p<.05).

All showed the same pattern: Inverse correlation between random slope and random intercept. In 
high risk ZIP codes, everyone is at elevated risk. In low risk ZIP codes, risk is distributed more 
unevenly.

Implications? Do area-level resources only benefit those with individual-level advantages? Could 
neighborhood level policy/environment improvements have the unintended consequence of 
increasing disparities? This does seem to be the case with tobacco prevention. Intensive prevention 
work resulted in great gains among wealthy, educated, whites. Reduction in smoking has been slow 
to reach disadvantaged populations.

Or is this just a statistical artifact I do not fully understand?
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Significance determined by Likelihood ratio test, comparing random slope and intercept model to random 
intercept model.
I tested 24 different random intercepts (income, education, and 4 race categories X obesity, smoking, 
diabetes, asthma). 
Four of these were significant at the Bonferroni corrected significance level of .05/24 = .002.

A few others were marginally detectable (p<.05).

All showed the same pattern: Inverse correlation between random slope and random intercept. In high risk 
ZIP codes, everyone is at elevated risk. In low risk ZIP codes, risk is distributed more unevenly.

Implications? Do area-level resources only benefit those with individual-level advantages? Could 
neighborhood level policy/environment improvements have the unintended consequence of increasing 
disparities? This does seem to be the case with tobacco prevention. Intensive prevention work resulted in 
great gains among wealthy, educated, whites. Reduction in smoking has been slow to reach disadvantaged 
populations.

Or is this just a statistical artifact I do not fully understand?
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